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High-energy currents of the Moon caused cataclysms on the Earth. The observed flares on the objects of the solar system 

are the result of explosions of energy bubbles. 

                                                        

WHAT CUT THE DINOSAURS 

The moon is simply dotted with craters (Fig. 1), which were formed over billions of years of its existence. Strangely 

enough, these craters are the same in depth. According to what scientists know today, these craters should have been very 

different in depth, but on the moon it is not so. Most agree that this is just an anomaly, but some argue that the Moon is 

artificial or hollow, and consider these craters to be a proof of their theory. However, there is another exclusive hypothesis 

of the origin of craters on the Moon, which logically agrees with exclusive hypotheses (1,2,3). There were no 

bombardments and nuclear wars. Numerous craters on the lunar surface and other similar objects of the solar system 

(Figure 2,3,4) are a consequence of the eruption of energy flows characteristic of comets. The moon is the remains of a 

comet (2), which once rotated like Mercury in an elliptical orbit around the Sun. The earth "captured" the comet Luna and 

turned it into a satellite. 

 

Hypothesis 1: the high-energy currents of the Moon caused cataclysms on Earth. 

This hypothesis gives an unambiguous answer to the cause of the mass extinction of dinosaurs on Earth in the past. 

and other cataclysms. A natural earth analog of the formation of craters and flares (Fig. 5) on the objects of the universe 

can serve as water bubbles (Fig. 6).   

Hypothesis 2: the observed outbreaks on the objects of the solar system are the result of explosions of energy bubbles 



.  

Fig. 1 Craters of the Moon 



 

 

Fig. 6. Water Bubbles 

 



 

 

Fig. 5 Flashes on the Moon 

 



 

Fig.2 Craters of Mercury 

 



 

Fig.3 Craters of Mars 



 

Fig.4 Craters of Phobos 
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